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Editorial – Malcolm White
Another packed newsletter, keep it coming all you contributors!
There was no committee meeting last month as there was very little on the agenda.
A couple of people have taken me gently to task recently, about not putting new members’ names into
the newsletter. The reason I haven’t been doing this is that for at least the first year of my editorship I
hadn’t been supplied with the names of new members. After that I thought that if I started putting new
members in it might possibly upset those whom I’d missed in the first year. However I will start
welcoming new members from now on in the newsletter. So if I’ve missed you out apologies.

Malcolm White
10 Westover Court
Churchdown
Glos GL3 2AA
01452 859202
malwhite@blueyonder.co.uk

Diary Dates – Dan Sandford
June 16th Wed night - Pancake Mines on the Doward. Meet 7.45.
June 19th Sat - Big Sink - A trip into one of the forest newest and tightest caves. Meet 10.30.
July 14th Wed night - Symonds Yat activity night - Caving, Climbing and Abseiling. Hopefully it will
not be rained off this year! Meet 7.30.
July 24th sat - Ogof Carno.
August 11th wed night - Westbury Brook Iron mine, Meet 7.45.
August 14th sat - Clydach Gorge caves day. Walk and cave in the gorge. Will book Ogof Capel for first
4 people. The rest of people can play in the various other caves, which are suitable for all abilities.
All the weekend trips are flexible whether they are on Saturday or Sunday - whoever expresses a
preference first will get to choose which day.
Please let me know if you are coming on any of the w/e trips as i can they organise meet times /
locations.

New Members
Welcome to Robert Needham who joined in May.
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Collapsed Tunnel in Cinderford – Dave Tuffley/Seb Hall
By prior arrangement, both Seb and myself went to the Texaco garage last night. The tunnel is in fact
a series of large corrugated steel tubes very similar to those strewn about at the GCRG depot. We
descended a ladder into the 4 foot tubes and travelled about 60 metres along until we met with a
shallow bend. Here the tunnel was started to be supported with acroprops every 10 feet in order to
support the weight of earth thrown on top of the pipes. The tunnel started to descend more acutely here
and then became so much smaller that we decided to halt our search. Seb took some pictures with his
"digi" camera, and then we made our way out and reported back to the owner.

The owner had just taken over the garage and had been informed that the pipes were collapsing so was
very concerned. We put his mind at rest and got a £40 donation for GCRG funds, which I then took up
to Paul T at the depot.
All-in-all a good bit of PR for the club. It was nothing to do with coal mines at all, it was some recent
corrugated steel pipes (20 years?) put in a ditch and covered over to level off the surrounding ground as
a car park for a defunct gardening centre that failed.

Help!!! – Roger Bailey
Looking through some old paperwork I found some relics of an age before we had everything gated on
us.
I think it was Ray Wright who had told us of a group who had got “bushed” in Old Bow but had
eventually found their way out.
We had gone down the mine a week or so later and much to our amusement as in the main route we
found a trail of desperate and damp messages written on the back of a torn up a camping hire service
shop customers copy.
The following are the three notes which I still have and they should be read in a helpless and tearful
voice.
WE ARE LOST
2nd APRIL 1972.HELP.
TIME 8pm SUN CAMPING
CLEARWELL VOLKSWGEN
491 ADY B POTTER
3 CARS 6 LADS
PHONE RESCUE
THIS IS NO JOKE HELP
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This was followed by
SUNDAY 2nd APRIL 1972
TIME 8.30 pm URGENT
PLEASE PHONE RESCUE TEAM
OUR CAMP the rest is too muddy to read
Finally
SUNDAY 2nd APRIL 1972
TIME 10 pm URGENT
WE ARE LOST. PLEASE SEND RESCUE/POLICE TO FIND US
WE ARE SIX LADS CAMPED
ABOVE TOURISTS CAVES CLEARWELL
OUR CARS AND TENT AND DOG ARE THERE STILL
LIGHTS LOW AND NO FOOD
PLEASE SEND HELP TO FIND US URGENTLY
They never repeated their visit.
Some years before we had got interested in the underground there was a previous episode in which
several local young lads had decided to explore the same gaping hole. Equipping themselves with some
sort of lighting off they set, and what do you know? Getting out of daylight they got lost! They must
have told someone where they were going as when then they were missed their parents called out the
police and Fire Brigade as there was no Cave Rescue here in those days.

Tingle’s dig latest – Dave Tuffley
Things have slowed down a little bit here lately. The locking bolt on the lid was recently found torn off
and was discovered at the bottom of the shaft. Seb, with his genny powered arc welder, re-attached
everything and so the place is secure once again.
The dig is now about 10 feet down but the shaft lining is of dry-stone wall type construction, without
any bonding between the stones. This has meant that part of the shaft lining had become very loose and
started to fall out. This has rendered the portion of the lining above this section very loose as well and
there was a great danger of the whole current 10 feet of the stone lining falling down on the unfortunate
wally standing below. A quick mix of cement had Graham and Seb back-filling the void with the
stones that had fallen out and thus securing that problem.
The gang had finally decided to make a former to sit just inside the shaft-lining diameter so that a new
concrete lining could be cast against the existing loose stonework. Graham did a superb job and
knocked out a wooden former, made in four sections. These have now been located in place and soon a
concrete mix will be poured in to make the place more secure. It is felt by the team that this loose
lining will not go all the way to the bottom of the shaft, otherwise the whole weight of the lining would
have pushed the bottom of the shaft out years ago. The lining should be sitting on solid rock very soon
– we hope!!
The only other nuisances are those bloody gnats that are currently eating to death those on the surface.

Massive Lessers! – George Price/David Priddis
Well, to be exact massive numbers of lesser horseshoe bats have been counted this year in the ironstone
mines of the Forest of Dean. George Price and David Priddis with some assistance, particularly by
Dave Newman, Les Twissell and Chris Bowen, from the Club, have continued their on-going 25 years
or so of monitoring, but this year have found new record numbers. The Underground Section of Glos
Bat Group, Forest Enterprise and Natural England have participated in counts at Lydney Park and
Noxon Park where the mines are easier to enter.
We did not count at Buckshaft SSSI or Perseverance this year where large numbers of greater and
lesser horseshoe bats over-winter but counted most of the other main SSSI mine complexes, including
the caves and mines on both sides of the River Wye at Symonds Yat.
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In total 2116 lesser horseshoe (LH) bats, 149 greater horseshoe (GH) and 15 myotis bats (the furry one
often in holes) were counted. Highlights were 820 LH in the Old Bow System during a single 6 hour
search underground and the 95 GH on the Great Doward, Herefordshire, in one site, both new records.
Not one Bechstein’s bat was seen this winter.
To some, the small numbers of myotis bats seen, mainly Natterer’s and Whiskered/Brandt’s may seem
surprising. The iron ore mines are however as we know very extensive. The rock is a dark red colour
making bats difficult to see. It is also highly fissured with large amounts of loose scree and rock on the
floors and piled up behind ‘walls of deads’ at the sides. These features combine to provide unlimited
opportunities for crevice-dwelling bats to hide away from view – they do!
If you would like to help with counting next year please get in touch with one of us. Both of us are now
getting older and need some “younger blood” to learn the routes and areas we regularly check to
continue this monitoring work into the future.

Poet’s Corner
I received this poem by a rather circuitous route from John Flanagan, the father of Peter Flanagan
(Twiglet) of the Axbridge Caving Group.

The Scowles
Upon a day when the timorous sun
But briefly breached the threatening cloud,
Within a wood, we came upon an old enclosure.
Scene of early industry.
About us, scowling rugged steeps were clutched by scabrous boles
Of aged sepulchral Yews.
The presence of this arrow makers tree which favours so
The acid iron ground wherein to root and grow.
Maybe had shown the ancients where valued ore was found.
Hewn from the hill through Tudor, Roman, even earlier centuries
Of delve and burrowing, their remnant depths plunged darkly, hence
Inviting exploration. Yet with threat to an unwary wanderer thence,
Where fleeting sunlight brightly fused with green
The ochrous rocks of mossed malevolence.
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Caving Opportunity in Guatemala – BBC News
A cavernous and almost perfectly round sinkhole swallowed an entire intersection
in Guatemala City during a tropical storm.
Published: 12:31AM BST 02 Jun 2010

A huge crater caused by a landslide due to tropical storm Agatha, in Guatemala City Photo: AFP/GETTY

The hole is 66 feet across and plunges nearly 100 feet down.
Geologists said that the circular shape suggested a cave formation underneath, but what exactly caused the
sinkhole was still a mystery.
"I can tell you what it's not: It's not a geological fault, and it's not the product of an earthquake," said David
Monterroso, a geophysics engineer at the National Disaster Management Agency. "That's all we know. We're
going to have to descend."
The sinkhole formed Saturday and gulped down a clothing factory about three miles from the site of a similar
sinkhole three years ago.
"The boys were lucky," resident Honora Oliva said. "They left at six that afternoon, an hour before the earth
opened up."
Neighbours said a weekend security guard also was spared because he had left to tend to his house, which
flooded from heavy rain as Tropical Storm Agatha bore down on Central America. The storm has killed at least
179 people.
Some neighbours believe one or two people might have disappeared, but authorities said no deaths had been
reported.
Crews were waiting for blueprints of the city's drainage system before investigating further.
The 2007 sinkhole killed three people and swallowed several homes in the same area. It was blamed on rain
and an underground sewage flow, but it is too early to say whether those problems are to blame this time, said
Monterroso, who also investigated the previous incident.
Police and soldiers stood guard around the sinkhole to prevent the curious from getting too close. Most people
living nearby have moved out, fearful the hole will expand and swallow more homes.
"We're not going to wait," said one man who declined to give his name. "We've already rented elsewhere and
we're leaving now."

Otter Hole Paul Taylor
Back in 1970 Dave Parker or Sparky as he is known to his friends was working in the area around St
Arvans and following a previous visit with Sid Cooper from the GSS when they had located the
Rookeries Swallet and began to realise that the area had caving potential. Dave returned to St Arvans
and asked at the Piercefield Arms if there was any one local who would be able to tell him about the
area.
He was requested to take his drink and wait in the bar as in about 30mins two locals George Gardiner
& Cyril Fitzpatrick would be in. If they did not know about what Dave was interested in then nobody
would.
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At the prescribed time George and Cyril came in and were directed to Dave. A conversation took place
and although they were not cavers their out of hours activities down on the banks of the River Wye
involving large fish gave them an intimate knowledge of the river bank and the surrounding area and
they were soon able to take Dave to see many cave related sites.
One of these was the site that George referred to as Otters Hole as during their visits to the river bank
they would see the otters slipping and playing on the mud below these various openings in the cliffs.
Fortunately for Dave on the day he visited the site and although he did not know it at the time the Tidal
Sump was open and an excellent draught was coming out of the opening. A great indication that
something potentially significant would lay beyond. Also on discussing the visit with Dave recently he
remembers thinking that although this might not be the largest cave in the country, formations would
feature in the cave. How right he would be.
With the help of a piece of rock he was able to knock off some protruding pieces and gain around 3m
of cave passage and squeeze down a short drop and become the first caver to ever go underground at
the site.
The rest as they say is history and the cave with its MUD, TIDAL SUMP and superb FORMATIONS
followed. All of which has been well reported, photographed and filmed over the years. Dave made a
number of trips into the cave but for reasons that I do not wish to discuss in this report he never made
the trip up into the Upper Series to see those formations that he so rightly predicted would exist.
Fast forward now 25 years to September 09 and a discussion between Dave and Paul Taylor and
Dave’s home in the Forest of Dean when he asked Paul what he thought about a trip for Dave into
Otter Hole.
“Not something we could undertake on our own. We would need a team to help. Leave it to me and I
will see what I can sort out”.
A few phone calls and conversations later and the project was underway and a date set. Before we go
any further it is worth remembering that Dave was 33 years old when he first went to Otter Hole and by
the time the trip was planned to take place he would have celebrated his 73rd birthday in April 2010.
So to be fair this was not going to be an easy or fast trip but something that everybody who was going
to be involved with was certainly going to remember.
Suitable caving gear was organised for Dave and a number of “Training Trips” undertaken. To be
honest once he was back underground we had a job to keep up with him and I discussed with Steve
Tomalin how he felt about Dave’s ability. “He won’t have any problems was Steve’s reply.
May 22nd had been set as the date for the trip as it was the only date in the year when we could all make
it and we could get the tide times almost to perfection. Although it would still require an early start.
The local press had carried an article about the impending trip and on route Dave and Paul undertook a
radio interview with Tom Lowe at BBC Radio Gloucester and then went on to meet up with the rest of
the team at what has become known as the Otter Hole car park just out side St Arvans. In total the team
was made up of nine including Dave. Unfortunately a couple of people had had to drop out at the last
minute but was still of sufficient size to complete the task.
Last minute checks at the entrance and then into the cave at 09.00hrs. With a plan to record as much as
possible of the trip on film two filming teams were going to be in operation and they were the first to
go in. It was hoped that this would enable filming to take place without delaying the main party and to
be honest it worked very well throughout the trip. Looking at the footage afterwards you can always
think “we should have done this a bit different or had an extra light there etc” but overall a great result
and work is well underway to turn this into a video record of the day.
Progress through the cave was not fast but was steady and it was not long before the limit of Dave’s
previous trips was reached. This was at the junction between the Lower Streamway and the start of the
crawls that lead up to the Upper Series. A relatively short section and yet something that had become
so far.
With this section completed the team re grouped for a food and drink break at the start of the Upper
Series and this gave an opportunity for John Elliott who had been with Dave on his last trip into the
cave which had been to Radio Locate the Stream Way for a Bore Hole and subsequent Pump for
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watering the Race Course, to take the time to reflect back on those early days and then lead Dave off to
see the formations that lay beyond.
For anybody who is making their first trip and within the party we had two others nothing can really
prepare you for what lies ahead and from the comments that were made that day nobody and especially
Dave was disappointed.
One of the items that had been carried in by Mike was a rather heavy ammo can which I am well aware
of received quite a few new un-printable names along the route. However when attached to a 250w
light and the passage and formations lit up accordingly the effort was well worth while.
Recording Dave’s first visit to the Hall of Thirty and the comments he made was an experience that
none of us will forget. Just beyond this point by the Black Stal there is a short climb down and in
Dave’s own words “I could slip down that pretty easy but I won’t slip back up it” it was decided that
this should be the limit of exploration and the journey back to the entrance started.

For Dave this was reached at 22.00hrs giving a trip length of 12.5hrs and to his surprise he was met by
Ian & Di Standing (Two of the three cavers who nearly drowned in the entrance to the cave many years
previously). Once the rest of the team were out of the cave a bottle of champagne was produced and the
success and determination of Dave’s efforts suitably toasted.
Then of course for those who know the cave getting to the entrance is almost the easy part as there is
still the walk back up the hill to the car park. But with only one short stop en route it was not long
before Dave was chatting again with Paul Hayward one of his early caving friends and co founder
member of the GSS. With Ian and Di I am sure they would have talked all night. However the call of a
curry cooked by Rose back in Gloucester was beckoning and by 01.00hrs this was certainly going
down very well. Once everybody had gone home I sat with Dave at about 03.00hrs and we discussed
the trip and how he had felt. Much was said but it is summed up in a few words,
“I had to do it. I could not die and not have seen the Hall of Thirty. Yes it would have been nice to have
seen more of the cave but we turned around just at the right time”.
Quite an achievement in anybody’s books.
Thanks are extended to all who supported Dave in the cave and made the whole thing possible as
without you it would not have happened and to those who waited somewhat nervously on the surface to
see Dave’s extremely muddy but smiling face re emerge. A trip that will I am sure remain in peoples
minds for a very long time.
There will I am sure be some who would think that this was a foolhardy thing to undertake. Especially
in this cave. A considerable amount of time and effort was put in before hand to cover as many
eventualities as was possible. Spare Dry Clothes, Food, Stoves, Shelters, Plenty of people and an early
start to get through the sump with the water as low as possible.
If at 73 any of us could achieve half of what Dave did on this trip I am sure we would be very pleased
and not wishing to give too much away the average age of the underground team was 50 plus and I am
sure John Elliott will not mind it being known that he is 65 and would not like to think that somebody
is going to dictate when he has to stop caving. You make that decision yourself. Dave was under no
elusions about what lay in front of him when he entered the cave and neither was any pressure placed
on him to say “You will do it”. We were all aware that at any time Dave and Steve could call a halt at
any time. As it was Dave made that himself and I know he was extremely pleased with what he had
achieved.
Gareth Jones
Nicky Bayley
John Elliott
Jill Brunsdon
Mike Clayton

Underground Team.
Dave Sparky Parker
Paul Taylor
Steve Tomalin
Jo Clarke
Surface Party
Ian Standing
Rose Taylor
Daniel Jones

Di Standing
Glenn’s Elliott
Paul Hayward
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